LIMMS: A joint laboratory between France and Japan

LIMMS is a joint research unit, between the Institute of Engineering and Systems Science of CNRS and IIS, established in 1995. LIMMS welcomes CNRS researchers, post doctoral fellows supported by JSPS and CNRS, PhD and internship students. Since 1995, more than 250 researchers were hosted in IIS. From 2011 to 2016, LIMMS and his EUJO-LIMMS extension became the European Commission’s first international laboratory in Japan. In June 2014, SMMIL-E laboratory as a mirror site of LIMMS was launched in a hospital, the Centre Oscar Lambret, Lille. Several projects are in progress from French PIA and ANR, JST (CREST), and Grants (Core-to-Core, Kakenhi) from JSPS.